Qualitative and quantitative analysis of tumour invasion in vivo and in vitro.
Qualitative and quantitative methods for the analysis of invasion in 'natural' and in experimental tumours in vivo and in vitro are reviewed. In human tumours the functional consequences of invasion were evaluated histologically through staging on the basis of depths of invasion and through the presence of tumour cells inside vessels. Antibodies against components of the basement membrane have facilitated the definition of minimal invasion. With new probes derived from oncogene research the search for molecular differences between invasive and non-invasive parts of the tumour has begun. Since the same methods as those used for analysis of natural tumours also apply to experimental tumours in vivo, the major advantage of the latter is the possibility of manipulation. We have described a new mesenterium assay that may permit the selection of invasive cells from non-invasive ones in transfection experiments. Invasion relative to growth as a function of time was quantified in the kidney invasion test. In three-dimensional confrontations between embryonic chick heart fragments and invasive cells, we have used both a subjective grading and a qualitative computer-assisted image analysis of serial histological sections to score invasion. In two-dimensional confrontations supplementary methods could be applied, since such confrontations permitted direct observations on living cultures. In a variety of natural and experimental tumours, ultrastructural analysis, transmigration in two-compartment chambers, and release of metabolic label have demonstrated the role of motility and of lytic activity in tumour invasion.